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How Big Is the Mortgage Fraud Problem?
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2006 – 2010 Geographical Hot Spots

� SAR filings 
Based on filings 

from 2006 - 2010
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2010 Geographical Hot Spots

� SAR Activity 

Report “By 

the Numbers”

– filings from 

2010
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2010 Top Ten States – Number of Subjects 

Per Capita 

� Nevada

� Florida

� California

� Illinois

� Georgia

� Arizona

� North Carolina

� Utah

� Maryland

� New York
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The Cost of Mortgage Fraud

� Actual losses

� In 2009, only 

22 percent of 

all SARs 

contained a 

dollar figure



Emerging Schemes

� Origination Fraud Schemes
� Credit misrepresentation and manipulation

� Debt ratio manipulation

� Misrepresentation of borrower’s equity contribution

� Servicing Frauds
� Frauds by Servicer

� Frauds perpetrated at Servicing Stage



Emerging Schemes

� Origination Fraud Schemes
� Credit standards are changing

� The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform Act provides for risk 

retention 

� Dodd Frank defines a Qualified Residential Mortgages (QRMs) 

to be exempt from risk retention requirements

� QRM defined as low risk loans but characteristics are yet 

finalized



Creditworthiness

� A consumer’s credit score and willingness to repay 
will be crucial to obtain a mortgage loan

�� A likely A likely characteristic of a QRM will be a high characteristic of a QRM will be a high 
credit scorecredit score
�� A lower credit score could equate to higher interest rates thereA lower credit score could equate to higher interest rates thereby by 

pricing some consumers out of the marketpricing some consumers out of the market

�� WillWill the borrower pay?



Creditworthiness

� Each of the big three credit repositories assign a 
FICO score to a consumer to indicate “willingness 
to repay”

� FICO score is comprised of numerous variables 
including trade line payment history

� Misrepresentations to raise creditworthiness
� Alter the FICO score

� Alter the FICO score on the credit report after issuance from 
the credit repository

� Delete or alter the derogatory trade lines to justify the 
altered FICO score



Piggybacking

� Original intent was for parents to add children as 
authorized users on selected trade lines to help children 
establish credit

� The positive payment trade lines flow to child’s credit 
profile, thereby boosting their credit history

� Federal law does not prohibit this practice

� Internet sites are popping up that exploit this loophole 
by “marrying” a person with stellar credit with someone 
with sub-par credit

� Federal law does not prohibit “renting” authorized user 
designations 

� While not illegal per se, it does constitute 
misrepresentation of a borrower’s true credit score



Piggybacking



Piggybacking



Piggybacking

SILVER: 1 REPORTED SEASONED TRADE LINE 
1 Revolving, Aged Credit Account 
COST: $1,000

GOLD: 2 REPORTED SEASONED TRADE LINES 
2 Revolving, Aged Credit Accounts 
COST: $1,500

PLATINUM: 3 REPORTED SEASONED TRADE LINES
3 Revolving, Aged Credit Accounts
COST: $2,000

DIAMOND: 4 REPORTED SEASONED TRADE LINES
4 Revolving, Aged Credit Accounts
COST: $2,500

EXECUTIVE: 5 REPORTED SEASONED TRADE LINES
5 Revolving, Aged Credit Accounts
COST: $3,000





“Credit for Sale” Straw Borrowers

� A straw borrower uses their own credit score 
and enters into the transaction willingly, but 
has no personal vested intention to repay the 
loan
� Recruited for their high credit score

� Only contribution is ability to qualify using good credit and sign 
the legally binding documents

� Does sign legally binding documents

� Is told that someone else will take care of all aspects of 
ownership

� Typically receive a fee for participation

� Think nothing is wrong with this





“Credit for Sale” Borrower









Identity Fraud Borrower

� Occurs when a consumer’s Social Security 

number and creditcredit are used to qualify for a 

loan unbeknownst to them

� Facilitated by technology



Identity Fraud Schemes



Identity Fraud Schemes





Identity Fraud Borrower

� Family member with bad credit utilizes a family 
member’s Social Security number (SSN) with no 
established credit profile (child) and establishes a 
credit profile under that name

� A mortgage broker uses former customers with 
good FICO scores and uses their personal 
information and SSN over and over to originate 
loans in customers’ names

� A loan modification firm who obtains identifying 
information under the auspices of negotiating a 
modification for a consumer



Debt Ratio Manipulation

� Used to determine “Can the borrower pay?”

� Compares the monthly obligations of borrower to 

amount of monthly income

� Debt ratio = monthly debt obligations / monthly 

income

� Two ratios
� Top ratio

� Bottom ratio

� QRM likely to have more strict ratio requirements



Top Ratio

� Top debt ratio = monthly housing expense / 

gross monthly income

� Monthly housing expense is considered as:
� First mortgage payment; plus

� Real estate taxes (annual cost / 12); plus

� Fire insurance (annual cost / 12); plus

� Homeowner association dues (if any); plus

� Second and third mortgage payment (if any)

� Proposed cap for a top ratio for QRM is 28%



Bottom Ratio

� Bottom debt ratio = (total housing expense + 

recurring debt payments) / gross monthly income

� Any debt exceeding 6 - 10 month maturity (even if 

not appearing on credit report)
� Car payments 

� Charge card payments

� Child support

� Payments on installment and personal loans

� Any additional mortgage obligations

� Proposed cap for bottom ratio for QRM is 36%



Debt Ratio Manipulation

� In order to meet these ratio requirements, 

misrepresentations are made
� To raise the denominator on the top ratio (to obtain a lower 

ratio), income is overstated

� To lower the numerator on the bottom ratio (to obtain a lower 

ratio), debts are understated



Debt Ratio Manipulation

Raise the denominator

Scenario “A”

Monthly Payment ($3200)/ 

Income ($10,000) = 32%

Scenario “B”

Monthly Payment $3200) / 

Income ($15,000) = 21%

Lower the Numerator

Scenario “A”

Monthly Obligations 

($3200 + $2500) / 

Income ($10,000) = 57%

Scenario “B”

Monthly Obligations $3200 

+ $500) / Income 

($10,000) = 37%



Employment and Income

� Remains one of the most common 

misrepresentations

� Going forward, must be verified for QRM



Employment and Income Misrepresentation

� Misrepresent employment position and 
stability

� Fabricate or alter income documentation 

� Internet sites

� Fabricate rental income to qualify for new 
mortgage

� Cell phone bank for verbal verification of 
employment







Misrepresent the Position



Change in # Years Employed



Altered Paystub



Employment and Income 

Misrepresentation 

� Going forward, employment and income 

must be verified

� The use of IRS Form 4506T is required by 

Dodd Frank Act and likely characteristic of 

QRM

� Abuses
� Overstate income on quarterly filing then file adjusted return



Misrepresentation of Debts 

� Debts are calculated in the debt ratios

� Going forward, likely harder to overstate income, so 
debts will be omitted
� Lower the numerator in calculating the bottom ratio

� Common ways to misrepresent debts
� Alter the credit report to delete debts

� Omit debts that are too new to show up on credit report

� Multiple loans (and debt service) on other applications 
processed at same time, which would raise the debt ratio

� New car payment

� “Buy and bail”



Misrepresentation of Debts 

� Fabricate a reason to explain away a debt 
that shows up on the consumer’s credit 
report 
� File fictitious satisfaction of lien or judgment

� Fabricate a phony “paid-in-full” receipt from creditors

� Fabricate a letter of explanation that debt is the responsibility of an ex-
spouse or other family member

� Fabricate a HUD-1 showing the sale of a mortgaged property listed on 
the credit report

� Fail to account for additional debt obligation 
incurred on the same day as the subject 
mortgage



Equity Contribution Misrepresentation

� A likely characteristic of QRM is lower loan-to-
value ratios (LTV), which equates to a higher 
contribution of equity (skin in the game) for the 
consumer

� This comparative analysis is known as the loan-to-
value (LTV)
� Loan amount divided by the appraised value or sales price, whichever 

is less

� History dictates that the more equity a consumer has 
invested in his home, the less likely he will allow 
his home to go into foreclosure



Equity Contribution Misrepresentation

� Equity contribution misrepresentation involves the 

intentional misrepresentation of the source of the 

borrower funds contributed to the transaction
� Includes both the earnest money deposit and funds to close

� Perpetrators mislead the lenders to believe it is the 

borrower who has “skin in the game,” when in fact, 

the funds are coming from a third party
� Lenders want to ensure that it is the borrower who is contributing “skin 

in the game”



Equity Contribution Misrepresentation 

� When equity contribution is misrepresented, 

assets are typically overstated / altered to 

mislead the lender that the borrower has the 

adequate funds to contribute
� Misrepresent the verification of deposit sent to the bank

� Overstate balances on the borrower’s bank statement

� Deposit funds into the borrower’s bank account prior to 

verification

� Add a borrower to the fraudster’s account



Overstated Bank Balance



Altering the Average Balance



Add a Borrower to Perpetrator’s Bank 

Account



Equity Contribution Misrepresentation

� Phantom earnest money deposit
� Inflate the sales price and use the difference as the borrower’s 

equity contribution

� Property seller indicates he already received a substantial 

earnest money deposit 



Equity Contribution Misrepresentation



Equity Contribution Misrepresentation

� Where do the funds come from?
� Property seller states he has already received a substantial 

earnest money deposit

� Perpetrator hands the borrower an envelope with a cashier’s 

check outside of closing with instructions to hand it to the 

settlement agent / attorney

� Funds are deducted from the seller’s proceeds and credited 

toward the borrower’s funds to close

� Funds are disbursed prior to receipt of borrower funds into 

escrow; the funds representing the borrower funds are received 

the following day



Equity Contribution Misrepresentation

� To circumvent borrower contribution of 
funds, the purchase transaction is disguised 
as a refinance
� Don’t need a down payment on a refinance

� Appraisals are inflated to “create” 20% equity

� Lack of lenders’ “seasoning requirements” are 
manipulated and abused



Disguise Purchase as Refinance

� Loan originator, often in collusion with an appraiser 

and title agent, structures the entire transaction so 

the lender is misled to believe the transaction is a 

refinance

� One closing is held — as a refinance
� The borrower is placed in title immediately prior to the refinance 

transaction

� Title agent collusion to divert proceeds to pay off 

the seller’s original lien and receive his proceeds



Disguise Purchase as Refinance



Servicer / Servicing Fraud

� Fraud perpetrated by the servicer

� Fraud perpetrated at the servicing stage of 

the loan



Servicing Cycle

� The loan servicer is retained to service the 

loan throughout the life of the loan

� The loan servicer can be the following:
� The funding lender servicing its own portfolio

� The funding lender servicing loans sold to a secondary market 

investor (secondary market investors do not service loans)

� A third party servicing the loan for the owner of the mortgage



Servicing Cycle

� The servicer does not own the mortgage

� Servicing can be sold independently of 

mortgage ownership throughout the life of 

the mortgage loan

� The sale of servicing rights is transparent to 

the borrower, as the borrower will receive 

communication from both the old and new 

servicer



Servicing Responsibilities

� Collect mortgage payments and credit funds 
toward balance of principal, interest, and 
escrows for taxes and insurance

� Maintain these funds in escrow accounts for 
the benefit of the note owner 

� Remit principal and portion of interest to 
investor according to servicing agreements
� Investor / lender pays servicer a % of interest to service the loan



Servicing Responsibilities 

� Pay taxes and insurance from escrow 

balances when due

� Collections / Loss Mitigation
� Call borrowers to collect late payments

� Provide workout options

� Initiate short sales, foreclosure actions, and loan modifications



Fraud Perpetrated by the Servicer

� Servicer misappropriates the borrowers’

payments

� Servicer misappropriates the custodial funds 

due to note owner

� Fail to remit timely payoff remittance to note 

owner

� Fraudulent means to repay 2nd lien holders
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Fraudulent Sale of Mortgage Notes



Fraudulent Sale of Mortgage Notes

� Servicer of loans owned by various credit 
unions

� To generate income, and without the knowledge 
of the credit unions, sold loans to Fannie Mae

� Used funds to fund operations and make 
personal investments

� “[Servicer] deftly and fraudulently moved these 
mortgage assets around and sold them while the 
institutional owners had no idea they no longer 
held the assets.”



Fraud  at Servicing Stage 

� Emerging fraud schemes are being 

perpetrated during the workout phase of 

servicing

� Work-out specialists employed by the 

servicers are not versed in identifying red 

flags of fraud

� High volume, production environment



Fraud at Servicing Stage

� Emerging schemes at servicing stage
� Loan modification fraud

� Borrower abuses

� Third—party abuses

� Short sale fraud

� Eligibility misrepresentation

� “Short Sale and Stay”

� Short Sale Flopping



Loan Modification Programs

� General eligibility requirements
� First lien, owner-occupied properties secured by loans originated 

prior to 1/1/09 

� No cash-out with loan limit less than $729,750 (1-unit)

� Delinquent borrowers must demonstrate hardship

� Must have mortgage debt-to-income greater than 31%

� Properties that are abandoned, vacant, or condemned are not 

eligible

� No cost for modification



Loan Modification Fraud 

� Borrower abuses:
� Feigning hardship

�� Understating Understating income and assets (reverse income 

misrepresentation)

� Occupancy misrepresentation

� The misrepresentation occurs as the lender 

relies on misinformation in basing its 

decision to modify with less profitable terms  



Hardship Misrepresentation 



Income Misrepresentation



Occupancy Misrepresentation



Loan Modification Fraud

� Third–party abuses
� Engaging an authorized third party (modification specialist) that 

charges a fee to the borrower in promising to obtain a 

modification on their behalf

� Strategic defaults

� No contact with the servicer

� No service provided

� Loan modification specialists using borrower information 

obtained via the loan modification process to perpetrate ID 

fraud on other mortgages



Short Sales

� Can be a viable option to foreclosure for both the lender 

and homeowner

� Involves the agreement by the lender / investor allowing 

the borrower to sell the property for less than the 

mortgage owed

� Legitimate Short Sales
� Crucial part of the real estate market recovery

� Assists distressed homeowners escape from insurmountable debts

� Allow lenders to avoid foreclosure costs

� Preserves neighborhoods



Increase in Short Sales

� Short sales increased 
300% from 1Q 2008 to 1Q 
2009

� Risk of fraud in 1 of 53 
short sales

� Estimated lenders incur 
unnecessary loss of $310 
million; average loss $41K 
per transaction



Short Sale Frauds 

� Short sales have provided fraudsters a plentiful supply 
of inventory to utilize in short sale schemes

� Lenders are motivated to move non-performing loans 
off their books

� Caused by abundant supply of foreclosures and pressure 
for lenders to mitigate losses

� Types of Short Sale Frauds
� Eligibility misrepresentation

� “Short Sale and Stay”

� Short Sale Flopping



Eligibility Misrepresentation 



Short Sale and Stay

� Used by homeowners facing foreclosure to keep their 
home and lower their debt obligation

� Borrower, either acting alone or through a negotiator 
and facilitator, lines up a straw borrower, often a family 
member, who poses as a legitimate buyer via a short 
sale

� Property not exposed to the open market; offer from 
straw is represented as the only offer

� Dependent on underunder--valuationvaluation of the property

� Value manipulation



Short Sale and Stay

� Servicer agrees to the short sale based on the 
misrepresentation of the relationship between the 
homeowner (seller) and buyer

� Owner stays in home

� Owner may think debt is forgiven

� Loan to straw is much lower than original debt; 
payments are less

� The alleged misrepresentation is that the owner of the 
mortgage loses out on a legitimate recovery of asset as 
the servicer sold the property based on the concealment 
of an undisclosed relationship and / or agreement 
between parties



Short Sale Flopping

� Property flopping is a variation on property 
flipping
� Property flipping is not illegal but can become problematic when

there is an unjustified increase in value 

� Property flopping involves the immediate sale 
of a short sale property at an unjustified 
increase in value

� Instead of inflating the value on the second 
transaction, the value on the first transaction 
is deflated



Short Sale Facilitators / Negotiators

� With the increase in demand for short sales comes 

the emergence of the short sale facilitator / 

negotiator (SSN)

� Many problematic short sale flops involve a short 

sale negotiator

� Migration from mortgage originators, real estate 

agents and title agents

� Reports indicate that when a third party is involved, 

the possibility for fraud is increased



Short Sale Facilitators / Negotiators

� Some states now require licensing of a SSN

� A licensed real estate agent is in an advantageous 

position to orchestrate a short sale flop

� In many short sale fraud schemes, it is not the 

borrower who initiates the short sale request
� The borrowers fall prey to solicitations or inducements from third 

parties to facilitate the short sale negotiation

� Borrower gives the negotiator / facilitator authorization to negotiate, 

who is not acting in the best interest of the borrower



Short Sale Facilitators / Negotiators

� Implied fiduciary duty to negotiate in the 

best interest of the homeowner and secure 

the highest sales price based on current fair 

market value

� The Federal Trade Commission has recently 

issued regulation for providers of any 

foreclosure alternative service company 

requiring robust disclosures



Short Sale Facilitators / Negotiators

� Instruct borrower 

to quit making 

payments 

(strategic defaults)

� Instruct borrower 

not to contact their 

servicer



Short Sale Flopping



Short Sale Flopping

� Short sale negotiator (SSN) targets a 

distressed homeowner with an alternative to 

foreclosure by offering to negotiate with the 

servicer and secure a buyer via a short sale

� SSN receives third–party authorization from 

homeowner to negotiate on his behalf with 

servicer



Short Sale Flopping

� SSN is to execute, or causes to have 

executed, a listing agreement to market the 

property to the open market to find the 

highest and best offer
� SSN may not list the property as a nominee buyer has already 

been identified (often the SSN using a shell corporation name)

� Fiduciary duty is to someone else (himself)



Short Sale Flopping

� SSN secures a purchase contract at arbitrary 

low price
� Often buys it himself under LLC or other business entity under 

his control or utilizes a nominee buyer

� Often uses an option contract allowing wiggle room should the 

flop not materialize

� Presents this offer as the highest and best offer when in fact it is 

the only offer



Short Sale Flopping

� Concurrently with negotiating with the 
servicer, the SSN is advertising the property 
for sale to an end-buyer 
� Represents nominee as the owner on this listing–even before 

nominee acquires property

� The SSN influences the valuation that the 
servicer relies on in basing his decision
� Broker Price Opinion (BPO) is customarily used to establish 

fair market value for a short sale

� Absent ability to conduct the BPO himself, SSN will engage in 
various tactics to ensure value is lowballed



Short Sale Flopping

� Once the end buyer has executed a purchase 

contract at a higher price and obtained financing, 

and the servicer has agreed to the short sale at a 

lower price, both transactions close on the same day 

� The servicer agrees to the short sale based on the 

following misrepresentation, misstatement, or 

omission:
� Non-disclosure of the higher, subsequent sale that will close at the

same time as the short sale

� Valuation deflation–undue influence on the valuation process



Short Sale Flopping

� The alleged misrepresentation is that the 

owner of the mortgage loses out on a 

legitimate recovery of the asset based on the 

failure to disclose a higher offer / sale and 

the intentional misrepresentation of the value



Short Sale Flopping



Short Sale Flopping

� US vs. Natera and McElaney, US District Court, 

District of CT–indicted 2009 on one count of 

conspiracy to commit bank fraud and one count 

of bank fraud

� US vs. Bills et al, US District Court, Southern 

District of NY–indicted 2009 on bank fraud, 

wire fraud, and conspiracy



Concurrent Closings

� In traditional property flipping schemes, it was 

not unusual for the second transaction (B/C) to 

close first, thereby using the end buyer’s funds 

as the vehicle for perpetrator to purchase the 

property in the A/B transaction 
� Allows perpetrator to acquire property to flip with little or no

monetary investment 



Concurrent Closings

� Today, some lenders, agencies, and title insurers 
have lifted seasoning requirements as long as 
the A/B transaction closes first
� Want to ensure that B/C transaction is not funding the A/B 

transaction

� To circumvent this requirement, perpetrators are 
using “Dough for a Day” transactional funding 
companies that claim to provide short-term 
financing for the A/B transactional funding
� Fee for utilization



Transactional Funding



Transactional Funding



Proof of Funds Letter / Certificate



Valuation Influence

� MLS manipulation

� BPO influence

� Reverse staging and stigmas

� Phantom repairs



MLS Manipulation



MLS Manipulation



MLS Manipulation





Influencing the BPO

“So the lender sends a realtor out to the property 
and it's your job to influence the BPO to come 
down as low as you can. This is the whole key 
to a successful short sale. This is why you want 
the lender to contact you, so you can meet the 

realtor at the front door and influence their BPO 
to come in as low as possible.”



Influencing the BPO

� Facilitator meets BPO broker at the subject property 

and offers a bribe and a letter explaining the value 

needed.

� Refusing entry to appraiser or BPO agent unless point 

of contact is present



Influencing the BPO



Ugly Photos



Reverse Staging and Stigma



Reverse Staging and Stigma



Phantom Repairs


